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Scott Wilson 
	 4/14/98 

78 Toronto Ave., 
Massapequa, Nr 11758 

NA Scott, 

Thanks for Your 4/10 and the- enclosures, which I've skimmed and will read 

With care after I recover from what.  always tires me and puts me 	a,trii  

ti Johns Hopkins hospital in Baltimore. A friend drive me there and.thedoe 

chief of cardiovascular surgery, was delayed in surgery. His repqrt,was.OK on 

my legs but just sitting there forlIfour hours wore me out, too. 

I have the Posner prostitution of our history and have about;25',000 words 

written ont it. However, anytting you see can - be of use in it. 

I may reread %Ana's testimony when you send me that first volume. 

ThaNks! 

Thai /pDi Persio clipping I'll copy and send a friend who'easked me 

about it also in yesterday's mail. "e'd head that 'Jon Freed wrote that script.' 

Powers did mean. much to J17,, 	
. 

The new King efforts are interesting, but I fear the approach based  

line,FepPerigas taken will get nowhere because much of that.eanberkneeckddolena. 

so  easily by the,FBI. The worart would be'if there were a commission.that:' 
• 

looked into what he claims. That would be another guaranteed whitewash. 

Too many people think they are Sherlock'HOlmes brought back tolife. • 
The man who is to do the painting has been hare once. lie is coming days he 

has po other wirk. .lie got the loose paint of and let it lay but another 

who is doing the mowing for me cleaned that up. 

Hope all is Well with all of you. 

Thanks 
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